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Chapter 3: The Internet of Things (IoT)

1. Introduction

From IEEE IoT Magazine “Towards a definition of the Internet of Things (IoT)”[1], the definition of IoT is “A network of items – each embedded with sensors – which are connected to the Internet.” Wikipedia states, “The Internet of things (IoT) is a system of interrelated computing devices, mechanical and digital machines provided with unique identifiers (UIDs) and the ability to transfer data over a network without requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction.”[2] The definition of the Internet of things has evolved due to the convergence of multiple technologies, real-time analytics, machine learning, commodity sensors, and embedded systems. Traditional fields of embedded systems, wireless sensor networks, control systems, automation (including home and building automation), and others all contribute to enabling the Internet of Things. In the consumer market, IoT technology is most synonymous with products pertaining to the concept of the "smart home", covering devices and appliances (such as lighting fixtures, thermostats, home security systems and cameras, and other home appliances) that support one or more common ecosystems, and can be controlled via devices associated with that ecosystem, such as smartphones and smart speakers. There are a number of serious concerns about dangers in the growth of IoT, especially in the areas of privacy and security, and consequently industry and governmental moves to address these concerns have begun. This chapter on IoT will articulate the difficult challenges and potential solutions linking to the other chapters in the Roadmap.

According to a report by Cisco in 2018, 500 billion devices are expected to be connected to the Internet by year 2030[3].

- Each device includes sensors that collect data, interact with the environment, and communicate over a network.
- The Internet of Things (IoT) is the network of these connected devices. These smart, connected devices generate data that IoT applications use to aggregate, analyze, and deliver insight, which helps drive more informed decisions and actions.

By 2030, consumers anticipate an IoT experience that is omnipresent, seamless and personalized[4]:

- Consumers expect to see this by 2030 everywhere in their lives, with a wide array of use cases at home, at work, outside, for healthcare, automotive services and commercial drones.
- However, trust remains a key hurdle to overcome if consumers are to be completely accepting of these new and emerging technologies and as such, most are willing to pay for guaranteed security.

For IoT to be productive and useful, it is important and necessary to integrate multiple devices with functions of sensing, connectivity for sending and receiving, power, and perhaps data analytics and actuation. This is where Heterogeneous Integration Technology comes in: to bring the promise and power of IoT into service for humanity across enterprise, energy, manufacturing, transportation, health, agriculture, consumer and many other aspects of society. And for the worldwide COVID-19 pandemic we face today, IoT is a good example of medical and health institutes using tracing and data collection in real time for health purposes.

Between 2018 and 2025, the GSMA IoT report [5] predicts the number of global IoT connections will triple to around 25 billion in 2025 compared to 9.1 billion in 2018, while global IoT revenue will quadruple to US $1.1 trillion in 2025 as shown in Figure 1. It indicates that there will be around 13 billion new IoT connections within these five years. The top three applications based on the number of connections can be ranked as connected industry (12.5Bn), smart home (5.4Bn), and consumer electronics (3.4Bn). It will continue to grow in the future in areas like smart cities, connected industry, connected vehicles, consumer electronics, and smart home. Three key application areas where forecasters expect IoT to have the most impact in the coming 10 years are digital manufacturing, smart mobility/transportation and smart medtech. The key areas expected to dominate the next decades are often mentioned as Industrial IoT (IIoT), Smart Cities, Healthcare, Connected Cars, and AI devices.
Another article, “Unlocking the potential of the internet of things”[6], from McKinsey Global Institute, has a similar forecast for the applications potential and the same scale of revenue by 2025, as shown in Figure 2.

As the McKinsey report shows, the ranking of where values will be generated in the future highlights the importance of digital manufacturing, smart city, health, energy, and human applications. This heterogeneous integration roadmap chapter on IoT focuses on these high-value applications.

For the 5G IoT module and component market[7], Mckinsey expect total revenues for 5G IoT modules to increase from about $180 million in 2022 to almost $10 billion by 2030. During the first years of 5G, standard modules will
probably be more popular than special-purpose and 5G Low-Power Wide-Area (LPWA) modules and thus generate the highest revenues. 5G LPWA modules should be the largest growth driver after 2025 and account for almost 30 percent of total 5G IoT module revenues in the B2B sector by 2030. As module sales increase, component providers will benefit. The greatest gains will go to providers of radio chips and application processors – the active components – with B2B revenues for this group expected to reach about $560 million by 2025 and $4.1 billion by 2030. Next in line should be providers of passive components, such as antennae; they will likely see revenues rise from $188 million to $1.3 billion over the same period. Providers of testing, assembly, and packaging should also see revenue increases.

There is no doubt that requirements from the Enterprise IoT sector including the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) have been one of the driving verticals for the design and development of new 5G concepts and technologies. The notion of ultra-reliable low latency communications and massive machine type communications are somehow reflecting the primary communication types needed within the Enterprise IoT domains. In addition, we have witnessed the emergence of fog and edge computing from the IIoT domain in recent years, which also has driven the architectural evolution of 5G infrastructures.[8]

2. Benefits of IoT

IoT concepts and related technologies are now proven and well understood. The focus now needs to shift from proof of concept to establishing proof of value (PoV) – either saving costs or increasing revenue. In 2020, more than ever, business and technology leaders need to view IoT as one of many tools in a toolbox and learn how to use it in conjunction with other equally important tools, such as analytics, to drive value from it.

Connected devices could account for as much as 3.5% of global energy consumption by 2027. However, IoT can also help make companies more energy-efficient. One example is Schneider Electric, which incorporated sensors into its Lexington manufacturing lines and reduced energy consumption by 12% as a result.

Typically, IoT devices send data to a cloud server where an algorithm analyzes it and triggers an action. ‘Edge’ technology, however, lets devices or nearby gateways compute and analyze data locally, with limited and sometimes no connection to the cloud. The industry has started talking about IoT at the edge and can expect to see fast growth in deployments of IoT edge tools.[9]

Energy harvesting (EH) technology allows small, standalone sensors to function continuously for extended periods of time – decades, even – without power-line connections or battery replacements. This technology greatly enhances the problem-solving capability of low-power sensors and its use is growing rapidly.[10]

As shown in Figure 3, IoT endpoints and vertical-dependent use cases are categorized into different segments – people, smart home, smart building/community, business/manufacturer, and smart city. For many industrial IoT early adopters, the current and future generation of wireless communications technologies include WiFi, 2G, 3G, 4G and even 5G. Industrial companies will choose the connectivity solution that delivers the features and performance that is required and at the lowest cost.
3. Challenges for IoT

5G is now upon us, bringing with it the promise of a host of exciting new services. As the boundaries between mobile and the wider digital ecosystem continue to blur, and as data monetization poses a continued challenge, many operators are moving beyond their traditional telco businesses to explore new opportunities in a fast-changing competitive landscape.[12] 5G and LTE will co-exist. The private LTE and 5G network market is expected to reach $4.7 billion in annual spending by the end of 2020, and $8 billion by 2023.[13] Three key developments may affect how the demand for connectivity and the buildout of new networks could reach equilibrium: continued growth in online video consumption, massive growth in machine-to-machine connections, and significant adoption of augmented and virtual reality.[14]

The first development would be a continuation of existing trends, with internet traffic from online video growing 22 times larger over the next decade (Figure 4). The majority of this stems from the transition from today’s relatively low-resolution content (SD/HD) to higher-definition content. We also expect to see significant growth in the number of online viewers and more time spent viewing per user. New networks will have to accommodate rising demand for speed and capacity. Much of it will come from the same top 20 percent of power users who consume the majority of video content today; they are likely to be the early adopters of new connectivity technologies such as high-band 5G. New networks would be cheaper to operate due to higher spectrum efficiency – and crucially, they can accommodate a variety of services on the same infrastructure.

Frost & Sullivan’s analysis, “Top End User Priorities in Digital Transformation, Global”[15] measures the current use and future decision-making behavior toward IT and communications, monitors the status of digital transformation (including the implementation plans for emerging technologies such as AI, IoT and blockchain), and evaluates drivers behind investments and challenges across verticals and regions.

Key findings include: The retail (44%) and transportation (43%) sectors are ahead of others in their digital transformation. More than two-thirds of companies feel that the sales and marketing department will be the most impacted department by their digital transformation. Enhancing customer experience, digital presence, and sales and marketing effectiveness are the three major drivers for IT/telecom investment over the next two years. Improving operational efficiencies is a top priority in Asia-Pacific and Latin America, while upgrading customer experience and satisfaction is the most important corporate goal in North America and Europe for 2020. Cyber security is the greatest concern; further discussion can be found in Chapter 19, Cyber Security. Malware (41% of companies) remains the greatest security threat, followed by security misconfiguration and hacking. Malware is common in both smartphone and desktop platforms. The Internet of Things is being used by 65% of companies. Almost 42% of organizations are developing IoT through a third-party service provider. Government is the predominant developer of IoT in-house. IT and communications, finance, banking, and insurance are the top industries implementing artificial intelligence. Cost of integration remains a major impediment to the adoption of new digital technologies. The most common problems that companies face with IIoT solutions is cost.[16,17]

There are nine main security challenges for the future of the internet of things (IoT) which are: Outdated hardware and software; Use of weak and default credentials; Malware and ransomware; Predicting and preventing attacks;
Difficulty in finding whether a device is affected; Data protection and security challenges; Use of autonomous systems for data management; Home security; and last but not the least, Security of autonomous vehicles. [18]

Top Challenges for IoT deployment are security risks, cost of integration and connectivity, data protection and privacy, and time to develop solutions. All the major challenges found by Frost & Sullivan are summarized in Figure 5.

- Gartner's 2016 IoT Backbone Survey [19] found that internally focused IoT projects, particularly those addressing operational efficiencies, topped the priority list for organizations.
- Leveraging thousands of sensors within the data center, collecting data such as temperatures, power, pump speeds, and using DeepMind reinforcement learning, reduced Google’s data center cooling bill by 40%, improved computing power around 3.5 times, while using the same amount of power consumption. [20]

4. Difficult Technical issues

Based on the previous section on the challenges of IoT, most of the approaches for different applications cannot be solved by the traditional single packaging technology or regular SiP. Packaging solutions for IoT products need to include light weight, small form factor, low profile, low power consumption, good electrical performance and low cost. Therefore, the approaches of integrated multiple chips through heterogeneous integration technology will be the best candidate to meet the requirements of IoT. For the hardware heterogeneous integration solution, IoT can be realized by useful deployment of multiple technologies that cover the domains of Hardware, Software and extremely robust applications around each domain of industries and operating sectors. This section will present the technology areas enabling IoT, identify the research and development challenges, and outline a roadmap for future research activities to provide practical and reliable solutions.

Some of the key technology areas that will enable IoT are: identification technology, IoT architecture technology, communication technology, network technology, network discovery technology, software and algorithms, hardware technology, data and signal processing technology, discovery and search engine technology, relationship network management technology, power and energy storage technology, security and privacy technologies, and standardization. Some of these key technology enablers are discussed briefly in the following subsections.

Figure 6 shows the sensing, connectivity, and data in/out with a basic description of key elements of IoT and related device functions. To illustrate the major difficult challenges and technical issues, we selectively address connectivity, IoT home devices, wearables, sensors, and edge AI devices. See other Roadmap chapters for some details.
Connectivity:

Limitations of the current Internet architecture in terms of mobility, availability, manageability and scalability are some of the major barriers to IoT. Particularly for upcoming 5G, there is a need to design beamforming antennas to send Radio Frequency (RF) signals to different network and client devices.

In addition, the suppression of electromagnetic interference (EMI) and prevention of noise from affecting different working functional areas are other considerations.[21] As for connectivity, there is a need to design a beamforming antenna, noise reduction, etc. For further information, refer to chapters 7 and 12, on Mobile and RF/5G.

IoT home devices:

The demand for IoT devices (e.g., smart TVs, smart speakers, smart toys, and so on) has increased dramatically and keeps growing. The challenges for future IoT devices with even more functionality are requirements for ever denser interconnects, a smaller package size, better electrical performance, and more cost-effective solutions.[23]

IoT and wearables:

To meet the increasing demand for IoT and wearables products, the challenge of heterogeneous integration is how to reach wafer-level system miniaturization with a smaller form factor, higher performance and increased functionality without compromising manufacturing cost.[24]

Sensors:

In the IoT era of smart manufacturing or of autonomous driving, highly integrated and low-cost sensor packaging solutions are required. The challenges of different sensors – including MEMS packaging, biosensor packaging, optical sensor packaging and RF/mmWave packaging – come from stress-sensitive and fragile membranes, the necessity for direct environmental access to this membrane, temperature-dependent monitoring, and other considerations.[25]

Edge AI devices:

In general, AI systems are running on high-performance graphics processing units (GPUs) using software-defined algorithms mostly in cloud environments. High power consumption is a major issue in such systems. However, intelligent and autonomous IoT systems can be realized by using edge-located AI processing power. Compared to high performance computing (HPC) applications, the computation within the IoT device is dramatically reduced when compared to on-board AI systems. A major challenge to implementing new autonomous IoT systems is how to develop low-cost and high-density packaging technologies through 3D stacking.[22]

As shown in Figure 3, with all those IoT devices and technology, a lot of unstructured data will be generated around all of us – data gathered from shopping online, interactions – study, all done through modern channels of communication such as social media. This data is unstructured and vague, and provides very little information for analysis; this requires data to be converted to structured data. The Artificial Intelligence of Things represents the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies within Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure (platforms, servers, devices,
chipsets, software, etc.) to improve IoT operations, improve human-machine interactions, and enhance data management, analytics and decision-making capabilities. One such AI technology, machine learning, provides IoT networks/systems with the ability to learn from data, transforming IoT-enabled assets into “learning machines”. AI also transforms IoT data into useful information, facilitating improved decision making. Accordingly, AI is a foundation technology for moving towards IoT Data as a Service (IoTDaaS).

The key is for the two technology sets (AI and IoT) to work together in a mutually beneficial, reciprocal value-added manner[26]:

- AI adds value to IoT: Through machine learning and improved decision making
- IoT adds value to AI: Through connectivity, signaling, and data exchange

This will require interoperability at the device level (such as chipsets), software level (operating systems and programs), and platform level. Since many early implementations of AI are rather monolithic and vertical-solution oriented, there will ultimately be a need for Application Programming Interfaces (API) to open up interoperability between devices, software, and platforms for more horizontal leveraging of Artificial Intelligence of Things capabilities.

**Energy Harvesting:**

Today’s state-of-the-art RF harvester typically requires a received energy of at least -30 dBm. More importantly, the desired application must be low power enough to operate with the harvested energy. Bluetooth Low Energy SoCs are being designed to operate with microwatt active power and microwatt-level average power in low duty cycle applications. Combined with an integrated RF energy harvester, this BTLE SoC can create a full-function and yet battery-free Bluetooth solution. The potential applications can be grouped into three categories: by power range: proximity (>100mW), table top (100mW~10uW), and room (around 10uW or below).[27]

5. Convergence of AI and Big Data and IoT

- The missing piece of the puzzle for IoT is to find a killer application; AI's missing puzzle piece is data. They complement each other.
- Three Phases of AI Adoption for IoT Projects: image/speech-related applications, transfer learning from these applications, and real digital transformation with machine learning and reinforcement learning.
- By 2022, more than 80% of enterprise IoT projects will have an AI component, vs less than 10% today.

**AI + IoT Technology**

![Diagram of AI and IoT Technology](source)

Big data from inspection as an example within the Enterprise IoT domain – defect detection is very critical for ensuring product quality and root cause analysis. With the widespread use of cameras and the availability of machine vision systems, automatic optical inspection (AOI) systems generate a huge amount of image data in a factory every day. Considering the cost, consistency, accuracy and repeatability, an AOI system can replace most human inspection originally done by operators. Although the AOI system has become more convenient and much more efficient than human inspection, the reality on the production line is that the false alarm rate of an AOI system is still too high because of the strict parameters that are set to avoid high escape rates. Therefore, there are two to four verify-and-
repair systems (VRSs) deployed after a single AOI station to perform labor-intensive manual inspection. The solution to solving these kinds of production issues in daily manufacturing is to converge AI and IoT as an AIoT platform or so-called IoTDaaS (Figure 7).

Based on the convergence of big image data and installed IoT sensors, a new AIoT system (auto-VRS) can integrate machine learning technology into an AOI system; this can filter AOI-reported defects and remaining real defects, to reduce the AOI false alarm rate to 20%. It can also reduce VRS operator requirements. The new system mainly uses two technologies – namely a fast circuit comparison algorithm and a deep learning-based defect classification algorithm. The fast circuit comparison algorithm is used to find the region of interest (ROI) of the AOI defect image, improve the accuracy of defect classification, and reduce the escape rate of real defects. The deep learning technique is to classify defects to improve defect recognition and classification accuracy. The implementation of the proposed system is a software module, which can be easy deployed on a cloud server, AOI machine or VRS without any additional equipment.

As shown in Figure 8, the new AIoT system installed as one of the edge devices become one solution in the digital transformation of IIoT. With connectivity becoming increasingly commoditized, mobile operators are looking to expand their role in the value chain – from providing essential tools and capabilities for ecosystem partners, to building IoT solutions, to becoming end-to-end IoT solution providers themselves.

6. Examples of Heterogeneous Integration Solutions for IoT

Refer to Roadmap chapters 12, 21, 22, and 23 for good examples of 5G, 2D/3D, SIP/Module, and WLP examples.

A. Connectivity

- Small form factor and high thermal performance are required for IoT and 5G, as shown in Figure 9. See chapters 12 and 20, on 5G/RF and Thermal.
- A 3D System-in-Package (3D SiP) can include double side molding and antenna in package (AiP)
B. Autonomous IoT systems

More intelligent and autonomous IoT systems can be realized by equipping devices with AI (Figure 10).

- An ultra-small IoT system, which is smaller than a grain of salt and having low cost;
- Future small IoT systems with AI devices comprising an intelligent sensor network, high density and low-cost packaging technologies (as further discussed in chapter 21: SiP and Module).

C. Edge AI devices

Fan-out (FO) packages are widely used in handheld, mobile consumer, and Internet of Things (IoT) devices due to the facility they provide for greater I/O density and the integration of multiple components in a single package (Figure 11).
D. IoT and Wearables

Common IoT packaging requirements include low cost, good power dissipation (low power for the silicon portion), and good RF shielding in packages that support multiple RF standards such as BTLE, WiFi, or ZigBee. Miniaturization will drive the need for packages that provide greater functionality in thinner and smaller spaces for both medical-grade and consumer-grade-based health monitors, as well as implantable and other medical devices (Figure 12). The adoption and continued innovation in flexible hybrid electronics (FHE) is expected to drive this industry in the years to come. For further discussion, see chapter 4, Medical, Health and Wearables.

IoT packages must also be production ready, since waiting for a new custom package is often not an option due to time-to-market constraints. Finally, regardless of whether the solution is discrete or integrated, the footprint must be small. The integration SiP technology offers is especially valuable for products like wearables, smart lights, or smart home applications, where space and size are important. It illustrates several SiP design options that could include wafer-level packages, 2.5D or 3D structures, flip-chip, wire bonding, package-on-package, and more.[31] Cavity-based solutions are popular when sensors are involved, especially when there are stimulus delivery requirements such as portholes for microphones. A SiP can also include embedded passives, conformal shielding, filters, and an antenna. Insightful package integration can reduce the size of an IoT solution. Figure 13 shows a new sensor development kit which combines sensor technology and optimized power consumption to provide a ready-to-use prototyping platform for developing IoT applications with lasting battery life.
E. Integrated Sensor Packaging

Highly integrated and low-cost sensor packaging solutions are required for smart manufacturing or for autonomous driving. Fan-out Wafer Level Packaging (FOWLP) is currently the hottest packaging trend in microelectronics for IoT applications, as shown in Figure 14.

![Figure 14. Fan-out Packaging (FO) [25]](image)

F. Heterogeneous Integration of IoT Basic Elements

Figure 15 below illustrates a highly integrated package for IoT applications. The same functions had a footprint of 10 mm² with discrete packages, but only 6 mm² is required with the integrated package solution – a reduction of 40%. Further space saving would be achieved by signal routing in the integrated solution.[6]

![Figure 15. Heterogeneous Integration of IoT Basic Elements [31]](image)

7. IoT Ecosystem and Heterogeneous Integration Influence in HI Technology Development

Some of the latest HI technologies make use of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), which have been applied successfully to fields like train monitoring[34], telemetry[35,36], Industry 4.0 [35,36,37,38] or public safety [39,40]. At present, ZigBee is arguably the most popular technology for creating WSNs and it has been included in some of the latest commercial[41] and academic home automation developments.[42,43,44,45,46,47,48]

Other researchers have also proposed home controllers and gateways for home automation systems that support only WiFi[48,50,51], only ZigBee [45] or both technologies [46,47,48]. Most of them [45,46,47,48] do not use open messaging systems but proprietary ad hoc protocols, while some of the latest use MQTT [52,53] or Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP).[49]

IoT has becoming an application-oriented platform which includes a multi-layer architecture: eg. cloud, network, and end-device. It requires a combination of various transmission technologies and network infrastructure to apply these technologies to achieve various scenarios in different application domains. Currently, driven by the decline of the cost and high popularity of smart phones, the IoT platform and ecosystem have gradually formed. Based on the booming cloud technology, IoT is enabling the development of wireless communication technologies, low-power computing technology (eg. low power MCUs), diversified sensor technology, and low-power management chips and memory.

In general, IoT devices require multi-function processing and low power consumption to extend standby time. To distinguish by functions, semiconductor devices for IoT devices can be categorized into five functional blocks,
namely MCU, Sensor, PMIC (Power Management IC), Memory, and Connectivity. Each of these five functional blocks corresponds to the required wafer-level integration process technology. In terms of processor and memory, wafer level packaging (WLP) can be a good candidate to meet the requirement of low power consumption and small form factor. The newly developed Fan-Out WLP can further achieve the thinner structure by eliminating the organic substrate, and lowering the cost by adopting an integrated molding process. System-in-package (SiP) and Fan-Out WLP can also be stacked in PoP (Package on Package) format, the most popular packaging solution for area-saving integration in mobile devices. As the memory is stacked on the top of the processor, lower power consumption (shorter paths) and higher transmission speed (better SI and PI) can be achieved. Another alternative technology to shorten the transmission path is 3D-IC and TSV technology; it can connect the stacked ICs in the shortest path, thereby achieving vertical integration of the stacked chips and meeting the industry's high-frequency requirements. Due to cost limits, it is mainly used for high-end memory (high-bandwidth Memory, HBM) and stacked image sensor module application.

In terms of the low power requirements of connectivity and PMIC, which have lower pin counts, chip embedded technology can be effectively applied for integrating passive components and the PMIC into an organic carrier/substrate. The remaining area on the top or bottom surface of the carrier/substrate is designed for other chips or passive components with different functions, to form an embedded SiP module. Finally, in terms of sensors, there are many needed to monitor external environmental conditions in smart manufacturing, smart city and smart life applications. Wafer level packaging is very suitable for MEMS and sensors driven by strong demands from IoT applications.

A. Example of Regional IoT Development in Taiwan

As an example, Taiwan is planning to build an innovative ecological environment by mastering the international trend of rapid economic development, and make Taiwan a new base for global networks, big data, and Internet of Things. Taiwan's Internet of Things promotion program has established seven major alliances, including: Taiwan Internet of Things Alliance, Asia IoT Alliance, IoT by GT Alliance, Taiwan Wisdom Taiwan Smart City Solution Alliance, Cloud Computing & IoT Association in Taiwan, IoT Intelligent Sensing Industry Alliance, Taiwan Internet of Things Industry Technology Association, and Taiwan IoT Technology and Industry Association.

Taiwan's Internet of Things market is divided into nine major categories:

- smart transportation
- smart logistics
- smart manufacturing
- smart energy efficiency
- environmental monitoring
- smart business
- smart home
- smart agriculture
- smart healthcare

Already well-known as semiconductor Silicon Island, Taiwan is becoming a good trial site for a variety IoT applications. Taiwan's Internet of Things economic opportunity is set to increase global market share from 3.8% in 2015 to 4.2% in 2020, and to 5% in 2025. At the end of 2018, the value of Taiwan's Internet of Things grew by 19% to $39.1 billion, accounting for 4.24% of the global Internet of Things (Figure 16).
B. Smart IoT Chip and Design Platform Solution

The future Artificial Intelligent Internet of Things (AIoT) is expected to dramatically change the lives and work of people, enabling people in this ecosystem to connect to each other easily, and to use information more quickly, intelligently and efficiently. The three most important benefits of using AIoT are improving operational efficiency, increasing annual compensation, and improving quality performance. For example, smart phones and smart speakers, which have been popular over the past two years, include Apple, Xiaomi, Amazon and Google, all of which have launched related products. The market response is also very enthusiastic, and related applications have formed an ecosystem.

Among smart IoT devices, the products with large output value or rapid growth are smart TVs, automatic driving assistance systems (ADAS), intelligent security monitors, smart watches and smart speakers. The output value of each sector in 2023 is expected to reach $3,446 million, $2,802 million, $2,705 million, $1,964 million and $850 million, respectively. The compound annual growth rates from 2018 to 2023 were 7%, 199%, 62%, 16% and 44% respectively.

C. IoT application Platform

**AIoT platform I: for smart home, smart city and smart factory**[54]: AP chip solution with high-speed AI edge computing capability to help accelerate the development of the IoT industry chain, providing solutions for smart home, smart city and smart factory, assisting artificial intelligence technology and Internet of Things. The platform's powerful AI recognition capabilities provide technical support for face-identification and payment for unstaffed stores, as well as face access for smart buildings and company attendance systems. In smart factories, it can assist unstaffed vans to automatically identify obstacles to avoid accidents. In sports and fitness applications, through the 3D human body posture recognition function on the platform, not only can the user provide correction suggestions for fitness posture, but also can automatically detect dangerous postures in life and work, so as to issue early warnings in advance.

**AIoT platform II: for smart home:** With standard ARM-core MCUs, plus power-saving 802.11b/g/n WiFi, suitable for use in a variety of IoT products, such as smart sockets, smart appliances, low power consumption wireless cameras, home security, and environmental sensing devices. These are particularly suitable for battery-powered products because of their low power consumption.

D. IoT and Agriculture

Agriculture, one of the oldest endeavors of mankind, represents a major opportunity for AIoT in cultivating and harvesting living plants, raising animal livestock, and aquaculture. With AIoT incorporating data, AI, and ML, there is great opportunity to bring about a widely adopted database and AI knowledge-based IoT, driving an agricultural revolution.

![Figure 14: Illustration of IoT and Agriculture: Source: IEEE Internet of Things Magazine December 2019 cover page](image-url)
In a special issue of IEEE *Internet of Things* Magazine, the guest editor Raffaele Giafreda has selected specific papers from around the globe illustrating the high complexity and difficult challenges, the needs for research and innovations and profound opportunities for benefit across the whole agriculture ecosystem in this time of climate change and global sustainability. He said “IoT technology has a huge role to play in such a landscape, as it can provide an unprecedented source of monitoring data at a very detailed granularity level; with huge amount of data comes the ability to interpret it for a meaningful and business-viable purpose.” The article “Energy Neutral Machine Learning based IoT Device for Pest Detection in Precision Agriculture” by D. Brunelli et al., points to a need for LPWANs (Low Power Wide Area Network technologies) to cover large rural areas as opposed to Smart Cities. One example of “edge computing” is an affordable way to monitor for a pest (the codling moth) occurrence in apple orchards and send a signal on the network only when the moth image is recognized and verified. In another article “Precision Aquaculture,” F. O’Donncha and J Grant described data acquisition from sensors deployed in ocean waters and the atmosphere. The hundreds of interconnected sensors then store and serve data, interact with other sensors and devices, and connect with a fog and cloud ecosystem. Mathematical models enable the implementation of this precision aquaculture concept to provide data-driven insight and decision that promotes ecologically sustainable intensification of aquaculture. These two examples demonstrate the vast expanse for IoT application innovation and fascinating variety of application platforms.[55,56,57,58]

8. The future of IoT

Three major categories including security & privacy, data format, and sensing are addressed here for researchers to understand the challenges for the future needs of IoT:

- **Security and Privacy**: how to make an effective and cheap security and privacy solution for IoT.
  
  Identification is the first step for security. The vast majority of traditional security controls and discovery tools just don’t exist for IoT devices. Identification is well-established for desktops, laptops and servers, but the same concept doesn’t yet apply for IoT. Although IP address can be applied for an IoT device, it certainly doesn’t show what the device is, where it sits, what it’s connected to, whether controls are running on it and if there are any vulnerabilities.

  Secondly, an IoT device can also act as a gateway to access internal and previously segregated networks. This lack of visibility results in security teams being completely unaware of the risks they pose and where they have any vulnerabilities that can be exploited by hackers. There is also the threat of physical damage, which will go unaddressed. This might not be a problem in a factory setting, but a medical diagnostic device in a hospital that isn’t working correctly could result in a loss of life.

  Third, security hasn’t been incorporated during the design phase. There have been some recent advances in standards, with the passing of a law in the UK that states all consumer smart devices sold in the UK should adhere to the three basic security requirements for IoT, but we are still very much in the infancy of IoT security.

  Finally, many IoT devices have not even been configured to receive or run software updates, not to mention that some devices are running on battery so they don’t have the resources to run security controls on them.

  Future research should be focused on assuring that every IoT device is counted and evaluated, that hardware is protected, and that software updates can be accommodated.

- **Data format: data integration**
  
  All the sensing behaviors including the variety of different applications, data sources, exchange formats, and transport protocols require a high level of flexibility and scalability.[58] Things on the IoT need to exchange data with each other and with other users on the Internet. Semantic annotation of the data can provide machine-interpretable descriptions upon which the data represents where it originates from, how it can be related to its surroundings, who is providing it, and what are the quality, technical, and non-technical attributes. IoT data usually originates from a device or a human, and refers to attributes of a phenomenon or an entity in the physical world. The data can be combined with other data to create different abstractions of the environment, or it can be integrated into the data processing chain in an existing application to support context and situation awareness. Besides data integration, a number of semantic approaches remain to be taken into account.

  Newer and more sophisticated methods for data integration and aggregation are required to enhance the value of real-time and historical IoT data. The pervasive nature of IoT data presents a number of
privacy threats because of intermediate data processing steps, including data acquisition, data aggregation, fusion and integration. How to deal with data in IoT applications is an important topic to fulfill different systems on sharing and integrating data and information. The privacy threat of information linkage and how to address it by technical and legal approaches in a heterogeneous IoT ecosystem is another research interest.

- **Sensing: autonomous and sensor fusion**
  It is predicted that new diseases and pandemics, such as Covid-19, in the future. How to adopt IoT technology to reduce or isolate infected people during diagnosis, analysis/measurement, treatment and recovery through M2M (machine to machine) interactions is one of the key approaches in the research of IoT sensing. In terms of sensing, more unique functions of sensors should be developed to strengthen or improve the five human senses: vision, hearing, smell, taste and touch. For example, next-generation artificial tiny nose systems or cubic smelling gadgets can find out in real time the difference between individuals, chemicals, foods, or even diseases. Beyond mimicking the mammalian system, future artificial noses not only can combine cross-reactive sensor arrays with pattern recognition algorithms to create robust odor-discrimination systems, but also interact and communicate with other sensors directly. These can become autonomous IoT sensing systems.

### 9. Summary

In summary, IoT is the key to digital transformation. IoT technology starts with connectivity, but it’s digitization where things get interesting. All companies, big and small, can transform into digital companies by using an IoT platform able to digitize their physical products. IoT will combine AI technology into AIoT which represents the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies within the Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure (platforms, servers, devices, chipsets, software, etc.) and big data to improve IoT operations, improve human-machine interactions, and enhance data management, analytics and decision-making capabilities.

Consumers can anticipate an IoT experience that is omnipresent, seamless and personalized by 2030, and will expect to see this everywhere in their lives, with a wide array of use cases at home, at work, outside, for healthcare, automotive services and commercial drones. However, trust remains a key hurdle to overcome if consumers are to be completely accepting of these new and emerging technologies and as such, most are willing to pay for guaranteed security. Heterogeneous integration should play an important role as enabler in enabling IoT devices and systems implementation to fulfill the above-mentioned challenges and hurdles.
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